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Trillin, Calvin.
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Solomon, Karen.
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Prospero, Ann.
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Quick and easy after work cookbook
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artificial sweeteners
Warren, Jean, 1940-
TX 652.5 .W37

Cooking with kids
Ackerman, Caroline.
TX 652.7 .A251

Cooking art : easy edible art for young children
Kohl, Mary Ann F.
TX 661 .K65 1997

Learning through cooking : a cooking program for children two to ten
Ferreira, Nancy J.
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Understanding food
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TX 663 .K67

Biggest book of casseroles
TX 689 .B54 2005

Classic homemade casseroles : unforgettable, heart-warming home-cooked meals
Jones, Barbara C.
TX 693 .C43 2001

Skinny one-pot meals
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100 best favorite brand name recipes.
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Castle, Suzi.
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Ellison, Sheila.
   TX 714 .E45 1995
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   TX 714 .F57 1997
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Grant, Rose.
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The back of the box gourmet
McLaughlin, Michael.
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Jacques Pepin's simple and healthy cooking
Pépin, Jacques.
   TX 714 .P458 1994
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Campbell's creative cooking with soup.
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  TX 715 .C35 1977

Southern cooking
Carter, Ruthann.
  TX 715 .C37 1986

Cook-off America
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The all-American cookbook
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Greco, Gail.
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The New York times weekend cookbook
Hewitt, Jean.
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The taste of Appalachia: a collection of traditional recipes still in use today
Kellner, Lyn.
  TX 715 .K317 1987
American recipe collection. Eastern edition
Lesberg, Sandy.
   TX 715 .L625 1987

Southern living cooking across the South : a collection and recollection of favorite regional recipes
Marshall, Lillian Bertram.
   TX 715 .M3546 1980

NBC Sunday night football cookbook : 150 great family recipes from America's pro chefs and NFL players
   TX 715 .N32 2008

The healthy college cookbook : quick, cheap, easy
   TX 715 .N683 2008

North Carolina's historic restaurants and their recipes
O'Brien, Dawn.
   TX 715 .O285 1983b

South Carolina's historic restaurants and their recipes
O'Brien, Dawn.
   TX 715 .O287 1984

Virginia's historic restaurants and their recipes
O'Brien, Dawn.
   TX 715 .O29 1984

Cooking with Cornelius : the Corning cookbook
O'Donnell, Cornelius.
   TX 715 .O3345 1982

Great recipes from the New York times
Sokolov, Raymond A.
   TX 715 .S67813 1973b

Southern living ... annual recipes.
   TX 715 .S6795 1987

Southern accent : award winning southern recipes, a collection of favorite recipes.
   TX 715 .S75 1994

Low-fat living for real people : the fat-free chocolate-covered creme-filled mini-cakes diet and other confusions of low-fat eating explained
Levy, Linda (Linda R.)
   TX 715 .S75 1994
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Winstein, Sharon Baizer.
   TX 715 .W56 1999

Shaker recipes and formulas for cooks and homemakers
Lassiter, William Lawrence.
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Pitzer, Sara.
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Bill Neal's southern cooking.
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Mexican cooking at the Academy
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   TX 719 .W7 2006
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Levin, Karen A.
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Mackley, Lesley.
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Complete entertaining cookbook
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Holiday meals
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Holiday celebrations
Simmons, Marie.
   TX 739 .S48
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Phillips, Melicia.
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Albright, Nancy.
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Winkelman, Babe.
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Care & cooking of fish & game
Weiss, John, 1944- 
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Pappas, Lou Seibert.
   TX 750.5 .C45 P37 1997
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Black, Rick.
   TX 751 .B56 2006

The complete guide to game care & cookery
Fadala, Sam, 1939-
   TX 751 .F25 1981

The complete guide to game care & cookery
Fadala, Sam, 1939-
   TX 751 .F25 1989
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French, Jack.
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Game cookery
Humphreys, Angela.
   TX 751 .H85 1997
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Day, Bunny.
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Soup, salad & pasta: a collection of recipes
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Taylor, Mary F.
TX 757 .T39 1994

Baking cookbook.
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Cooking with honey
Berto, Hazel Dunaway, 1906-
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Flavored breads
Collister, Linda.
TX 769 .C564 1997
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Ojakangas, Beatrice A.
TX 769 .O387 1998

Baking with sourdough
Pitzer, Sara.
TX 769 .P589 1980

Easy bread machine recipes
Wanless, Rob.
TX 769 .W284 1997

Biscuits and scones : 62 recipes, from breakfast biscuits to homey desserts
Alston, Elizabeth.
TX 770 .B55 A44 1988

The best pizza is made at home
German, Donna Rathmell.
TX 770 .P58 G47 1994

Farm journal's complete cake decorating book : 100 decorating ideas plus 200 cake and frosting recipes
TX 771 .F28 1983

Your book of cake making and decorating
Kumm, Patsy.
TX 771 .K85 1973

Save room for dessert : favorite recipes from six generations
Hunt, Eleanor Morgan, 1926-
TX 773 .H84 2002
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   TX 773 .S7 1984

America's best vegetable recipes: 666 ways to make vegetables irresistible.
   TX 801 .A63 1970

For the love of vegetables
Scott, Sally Anne.
   TX 801 .S38 1994

The chili pepper diet: the natural way to control cravings, boost metabolism, and lose weight
Allison, Heidi.
   TX 803 .P46 2002

Skinny potatoes
Grunes, Barbara.
   TX 803 .P8 G75 1993
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Miller, Ashley (Ashley M.)
   TX 803 .P8 M56 1998
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   TX 803 .P8 P67 2003

Pasta perfect.
   TX 809 .M17 P3617 1995
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Griffith, Linda.
   TX 819 .G3 G74 1998

Herbs for cooking
Görgens, Alfred.
   TX 819 .H4 G67 1993

The tabasco cookbook: 125 years of America's favorite pepper sauce
Mcllhenny, Paul.
   TX 819 .H66 M35 2004

Quantity cooking
Mario, Thomas.
   TX 820 .M33
Cooking for a crowd
Wyler, Susan.
TX 820 .W95 1988

Outdoor affairs: picnics & barbecues
Cawley, Richard.
TX 823 .C34 1994

A potful of recipes
Lund, JoAnna M.
TX 827 .L86 2001

Safe slo-cooker recipes
Yates, Annette.
TX 827 .Y37 1993

Quick and easy recipes for your microwave.
Croft, Rena.
TX 832 .C76 1993

The good health microwave cookbook
Jerome, Carl.
TX 832 .J44 1990

Southern living microwave cooking made easy
Stehle, Audrey P.
TX 832 .S74

Fast fix family food: more than 400 easy recipes your family will love
TX 833.5 .F363 2008

Quick fixes from brand name mixes.
TX 833.5 .Q53277 2003

Rachael Ray's open house cookbook: over 200 recipes for easy entertaining
Ray, Rachael.
TX 833.5 .R39 2006

The new vegetarian cookbook
Elliot, Rose.
TX 837 .E438 1987
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Gelles, Carol.
TX 837 .G39 1992
Fat-free & easy : great meals in minutes
Raymond, Jennifer.
    TX 837 .R3796 1997

Vegetarian times complete cookbook
    TX 837 .V427 1995
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Garner, Bob, 1946-
    TX 840 .B3 G364 2002
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Yates, Annette.
    TX 840 .P7 Y37 1993
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Jue, Joyce, 1947-
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Fast & delicious.
    TX 883.5 .F36 1998
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Brown, Juli.
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Successful catering
Splaver, Bernard R.
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Sutherland, Douglas, 1922-
    TX 943 .S9 1987

The fortune cookie chronicles : adventures in the world of Chinese food
Lee, Jennifer 8., 1976-
    TX 945.4 .L44 2008

1000 best bartender's recipes
Parker, Suzi.
    TX 951 .P35 2005